**A0119176 - 45' 2014 VERSALIFT SST-40; 2014 RAM RAM 5500 4X2**

Warehouse: N81 - NRU - NESCO - TALLAHASSEE, FL

**CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS**

- **VIN:** 3C7WRMDL7EG180871  
  - Engine Make / HP: 6.7L CUMMINS TURBO /  
  - Transmission: ALLISON 6-SPEED AUTO  
  - Brakes: HYDRAULIC  
  - Hitch: RECEIVER  
  - Winch Location: N/A  
  - Drive Type: NON-AWD  
  - Fuel Type: DIESEL

**Equipment Rentals, Parts and Service**

- **www.nesco特殊ity.com**

**EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Serial Number:** NY140009  
  - Working Height: 45'  
  - Bucket: 24X30X42 1-MAN  
  - Certified Kv: NON-INSULATED  
  - Rotation: NON-CONTINUOUS  
  - Outrigger(s): TORSION BAR  
  - Mount: BEHIND CAB  
  - Tool Circuit: 120V AT PLATFORM  
  - Controls: SINGLE STICK  
  - Body: UTILITY LINE  
  - Winch/Jib: N/A  
  - Additional: N/A  
  - Over Center: Y  
  - Rotator: Y  
  - Material Handler: N  
  - Insulated Boom: N

**DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS**

- **Height:** 11'3"  
  - Length: 25'  
  - Width: 8'  
  - GVWR: 19,500  
  - Unladen: 14,700LBS  
  - Axle Capacity: 7,000LBS  
  - Tire Size: 225/70R19.5G  
  - Rear  
  - Tread Front/Rear: 100%  
  - PTO Hours: 0  
  - Engine Hours: 3,845  
  - Miles: 118,413  
  - Insurance Value: $13,900.00

**Additional Specs:**

45' 14 VERS SST40NE; 14 RAM 5500 4X2 A0119176 EQUIP DESC: END MOUNTED, PLATFORM MTD VARIABLE SPEED ELECTRIC JOYSTICK ON STREETSIDE W/UPPER CONTROL W/ SAFETY TRIGGER & EMERGENCY STOP. CONTROLS PROVIDE INFINITE VARIABLE CONTROL SPEEDS. FIXED FLY BOOM FOR PLATFORM ACCESS, ENGINE START/STOP FROM PLATFORM & LWR CONTROLS, 2GPM 2250 PSI OPEN CENTER HYD SYSTEM, MULTI-LINK HOSE CARRIER SYSTEM THROUGH BOOMS, NON-LUBE BEARINGS USED AT ALL PIVOT POINTS, WALK-IN FIBERGLASS PLATFORM W/OPENING OPPOSITE RIBS & LEFT HAND HINGE DOOR (WHEN FACING FROM OUTSIDE PLATFORM), HYD 180 DEGREE PLATFORM ROTATION. MASTERSLAVE HYD LEVELING W/UPPER CONTROL TO TILT FOR CLEANOUT OR RESCUE, HI-FRAME UPPER STRUCTURE FOR CUSTOMER SUPPLIED BRIDGE MOUNT, MOLDED RUBBER BOOM CRADLE ELIMINATES REQUIREMENT FOR BOOM TIE DOWN, EMERGENCY 12V PWR INCLUDING DC MOTOR & 1GPM HYD PUMP, ELECTRIC CONTROLS BELOW ROTATION W/HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROL, ANSI A92.2.2001 DATA PLATE, 15-GAL EXTERNAL RESERVOIR W/ INSTALLATION HOSES, 24X30 NY